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To Build a $25 Mil Sales Model that 

incubates a $250 Billion new industry



Business Plan

http://www.smartskyways.com/Interactive/video/smart1-op.wmv


A 15,000 mile

P.A.C.T.
backbone

33 Major cities

18 Counties

Connecting:

500 Mil population

$250 Billion



A $25 Million sales model can incubate 
a $150 Billion rail market in Latin America

The Latin American market is larger than
the USA with little passenger or cargo rail
infrastructure. It also has an exploding
demand for cars from the middle class and
very few paved roads to drive them on.
Most people use buses for short distance
and airlines for long distances…

.

Why Start in Latin America



Latin America has a greater chance of
getting built with far less regulation and
more need. A sales model in Rio near the
Olympic site could show how $250 Billion
for a Pan American Corridor Trade (P.A.C.T.)
backbone is possible in stages within 15
years from this original $25 million model

SUMMARY   continued



P.A.C.T   Latin America Route



* At $15 mil per mile the entire 
route costs up to  $250 Billion  over 
15 years

* The profit potential is staggering

* Side Spurs and densification could   
double or triple the investment.

Pan American Corridor Trade  Backbone Continued



International Trade Causes
Economic Development in:

Tourism
Hard Goods

Sports 
HD Media
Real Estate

Energy
Medical

Commerce



Is a 10 Mile local loop around Olympic site

Red line is 1.5 mile Sales Model and hub , purple line  is 8.5 mile loop, 
yellow is for trolley distribution and blue is possible airship launch site

Rio Model for P.A.C.T.



Competition and Comparables
Click on pictures

Over 140 Companies have seen the vision of this new type

of transport and want a piece of the potential $1 trillion 

Marketplace. We envision each country will have their own

competition for around agreed easement and standards.

http://www.smartskyways.com/Technology/Compare/compare.html
http://www.smartskyways.com/Technology/Compare/compare.html


The Technologies
Share A  

Multi -Modal 
Aerial Easement

Stacked Pay Zones
*High Speed Rail
*Urban Circulators
*Cargo
*Mail
*Fiber/HDTV
*Smart Grid (Super Conducting )  

* Futuristic High Speed



High Speed Rail Technology

Ron Powers, one of the partners 
in Smartskyways is a prototype  
builder  for GM, Amtrak, NASA, 
Ford, Kia, Boeing, etc. and he 
also owns a High Speed Rail 
Prototype as shown here.  This 
vehicle will cruise up to 125 mph, 
seats 24 and cost $500,000. It 
will also operate on the same 
guideway as the Smartskyways 6 
passenger cars. 

See Portfolio and Resume

http://www.smartskyways.com/corporate/management/resumes/ATV Slide Show.pdf
http://www.smartskyways.com/corporate/management/resumes/Ron_Powers_BIO.doc


A Smart Grid
More than 1,300 GW of wind and solar energy are
expected to come online in the next 10 years. This
variable generation will create an unprecedented
amount of instability on the grid —As grid
operators adapt to increasing levels of variable
generation on their systems from wind and solar,
stricter connection requirements and narrower
compensation schemes will prompt them into
energy storage solutions and smartgrids which
carry the intelligence to mix forms of energy. This
will power the cars, stations and new villages.



Types of Stations

Free Standing

Linked by Walkway

In Between Buildings/ Parking

Built Into Buildings

Costs $250,000 and uses solar windows

animation

Stations can be linked with nearby building or parking

Each station has at least one bay loading while another 
unloads. Activity centers may have many bays

../../AVI/Built In Station.wmv
../../AVI/Built In Station.wmv
http://www.smartskyways.com/Interactive/video/SSAGT_LARGE-OP.wmv


Alliances with Additional Transport

Trolleys- Kent Bingham owns

an interest in the Trolley company
that offers the Disney’s high brass
look. These feed and distribute the
station traffic within a mile or so.
They cost about $1 million each and
can run on a fuel cell for two days for
an additional cost. In a dedicated
street path they could be driverless.
TIG-Trolleys

Airships –We are discussing an 

alliance with an LA based company that 
has many patients  and a plan for  
Brazils multiple uses of their airships for 
passengers, cargo, telecom  and sky-
stations .

../../winword/Expo/Bingham/TIG-Trolleys.pdf


Who Manages The Competitions 

Lloyd Goff – President
with 46 years experience in Real Estate Development

Kent Bingham - Technology Engineer  - Developer

(a former Disney Engineer) (60 sec to load)

Ron Powers- the prototype Builder (See Portfolio)

Mike Barrett- the Guideway Engineer  resume

Tim Sherrod The Information Technology manager  Resume

www.martinmartin.com

www.lloydgoff.com

Entertainment Engineering

We each have more than 50 years experience in  “Imagining the Engineering”

http://www.smartskyways.com/corporate/management/resumes/ATV Slide Show.pdf
http://www.smartskyways.com/corporate/management/resumes/MM-Resume-Barrett.doc
http://www.smartskyways.com/corporate/management/resumes/SSC 2 pgr- Introducing Savant-v28[1].pdf
http://www.martinmartin.com/
http://www.lloydgoff.com/
http://www.smartskyways.com/corporate/management/resumes/KentBingham1_files/EEI-TIG 2009-2.pdf


PHASE I - Build a $25 Million Sales Model
This includes 3 steps from scaled models, to ¼ mile test  track  and then 
linking  to a one mile operating sales  model. This is planned  over 2 
years  and requiring  $25 million. We have 3 possible locations.





$6 Million to build Test Track and  Hub At Airpark

PHASE  I – Second 12 months
$1 Million to  Build Mock Ups and Approvals



Admin, Staff, legal, CPA, Docs & broker fees Mobilization                               $400,000

Economic Feasibility Modeling Mobilization                               $100,000

Civil, soils, alignment and grounds prep Mobilization                               $200,000

Design Engineering, Construction Bids Prototype Track                       $1,500,000

Build 1/4 mile Prototype Track  Prototype Track                       $1,800,000

Automation Command and Control Prototype Track                          $600,000

Power Distribution Prototype Track                          $250,000

Station, maintenance bays, fuel depot, 

operations  

Prototype Track                          $400,000

Build  10 chassis with propulsion, switches Prototype Track                          $350,000

Mock up 6 and 15 passenger cabs Prototype Track                          $225,000

6 switches $175,000

Multimedia marketing/tools $150,000

Test Track $6,000,000…

A budget for a  1/4 Mile Test Track



One Mile Sales Model 

Technology Engineering and Software Sales Model $1,000,000

Planning Sales Model $250,000

Guideway engineering @ 8% of Construction Sales Model $1,000,200

Conc Guideway 70' Beams at $10,000 each x 2 Sales Model $1,500,000

Steel Roadbed track Sales Model $528,000

Columns and footings at $ 8,800 Sales Model $660,000

Crossbeams every 70' at $5,300 each Sales Model $397,400

Shipping to job site at 25 mi Sales Model $187,500

Erection of sections at $5,000 each Sales Model $375,000

Electric power Distribution Sales Model $1,100,000

Control Systems Sales Model $1,700,000

6 stations Sales Model $1,500,000

Maintenance facilities Sales Model $200,000

Vehicles: assumes 8 chassis to start Sales Model $250,000

Prototype vehicle cabins Sales Model $1,000,000

Administration Mgmt., legal, CPA, travel, office Sales Model $500,000

Working Capital and Contingency Sales Model $850,000

Sales Model $12,998,100

A budget  for  a One Mile Sales Model



Phase II – Start in Rio - 1.5 Miles

This route will get ridership
from 22,000 athletes,
50,000 world press and
millions of visitors and
international TV during this
one month event. This
sales model is expected to
generate the company
large royalty fees over time

An Olympic Sales Model for

A Pan American Corridor Trade 
(PACT) Backbone of 10,000 mi 
shown in this illustration (Zoom 
out to see routes from Rio to Texas)

http://www.scribblemaps.com/maps/view/eVXs3tRgV3


PHASE II- First Competition for a 10 Mile Loop 

Where

It is $120 million for adding  an 8 mile loop route (purple line) around this lake which 
connects the Olympics, an airport, hospital, regional mall/offices  and housing for 300,000. 
The winner of this international competition  should get all Brazil ‘s future routes

http://www.scribblemaps.com/maps/view/MgceQuGyOC


World Wide Exposure



$820 Million Dollar Rio Circulator

The Green line is a 55 mile local circulator that connects 3 airports, 
downtown, beaches, Olympics and the major activity centers of Rio. 
The Blue line is the planned High Speed Rail route to Sao Paulo .



1. We could be ready in a year to start route engineering  in Rio 
2. We can demo Multi Modal sharing of an aerial easement
3. We plan for Local Urban Circulators to collect and distribute traffic for HSR
4. We can organize private financing as a profit making ventures instead of tax 
payer financing, allowing for expansion routes 
5. We can expand south to Buenos Aires and someday north to Caracas.
6. We are 1/3 the cost of HSR 
7. We can show how economic development can occur around the stations and 
cause a building boom that increase  the tax base for city, state and federal 
sectors.
8. Any part of the 10 mile demo project could stimulate the PACT backbone 
discussion for an international aerial easement. 
9. Our technology can fit into the environment better than ground based 
systems because we only have columns every 70' which is less intrusive than at-
grade rail which becomes an urban barrier and requires many expensive bridge 
crossings. 

Our Proposal is to FEED Brazil’s planned HSR
with local circulators introducing  a Multi Modal concept



A 10% Return is Feasible in early years
and over 30 years could grow above 25%

Ridership Assumptions Revenues
Total Ridership per day 1,150,000 costs Per day Year 1

Commuters -$60 monthly passes 250,000 $2.50 $625,000 228,125,000 
Students with $30 monthly passess 150,000 $1.00 $150,000 54,750,000 

tourists with $8 day tickets 125,000 $8.00 $1,000,000 365,000,000 
Business local with $5 day tickets 150,000 $5.00 $750,000 273,750,000 

night life $2 evening passes 250,000 $2.00 $500,000 182,500,000 
poor subsidized $30 monthly passes 200,000 $1.00 $200,000 73,000,000 

one way trip to airports 25,000 $3.00 $75,000 27,375,000 
trip to High Speed Rail Terminal 35,000 $3.00 $105,000 38,325,000 

Cargo @3% 100,000 36,500,000 
Services, Adverising, vending @3% 100,000 36,500,000 
Mail, FedEX @3% 25,000 9,125,000 
Fiber Optics carriers @ 1% $36,000 13,140,000 
Total Gross Revenues 3,666,000 1,338,090,000 
Expense Assumptions
Less Operating Expenses at 30% 1,099,800 401,427,000 

Less Skyways Royalty at 3% 109,980 40,142,700 
Less Replacement at 4% 146,640 53,523,600 

1,356,420 495,093,300 

Net Operating Income 2,309,580 842,996,700

ROI on $820 million 10.24%



Handing off To A Consortium

By the time a Sales Model
can be finished, the original
founders will have organized
a group of large companies
to purchase some of their
management shares and
operate the competitions
going forward.



Contact Info: Lloyd Goff 
(303) 598-2379

lloydgoff@hotmail.com


